Bacteriophages have been researched as a new alternative to antibiotics. These viruses inject their genetic material into bacteria and use their host machinery to multiply themselves. The research of bacteriophages in Brazil will certainly provide low-cost treatment of multidrug resistant bacteria, new microbiological diagnosis and advantages for the Brazilian food industry.
therapy obtained so far permit us to consider these viruses as a powerful weapon against bacteria (6) . During billions of years the Nature has shaped these natural killers leaving for us the responsibility of making use of them for our own cure .
The discovery of antibiotics shrunk phage therapy research in the west countries in that phage biology was not satisfactory understood and antibiotic-based treatment provided more accurate results in diseased patients (6) .
The widespread use of antibiotics for many years in hospitals and farms precipitated the rise of multidrug resistance bacteria forcing the development of new ways of dealing with them Phage-based treatment has been shown as an attractive opportunity to cope with persistent bacterial infections (7).
Although it is clear that phages are effective against bacteria, the lack of data on phage pharmacokinetics is a hurdle to overcome. Their self replicating ability, ecological characteristics and density-dependent thresholds are still to be better understood considering these entities as pharmaceutical Phages used as a processing-aid product have become a suitable alternative to control bacteria in food without changing its properties (10).
As it is still common to eat raw cheese in Brazil as well as to imbibe unprocessed milk, there is a high probability of having outbreaks of food borne diseases (11). Consumers will be protected against a variety of diseases by associating techniques currently used with phage cocktail to improve the quality of raw cheese.
Brazilian cheese industry will benefit from phage preparations. As an example, Minas frescal cheese, one of the most popular product in Brazil, spoil rapidly due to its high humidity (11) . This shrunk the industry profit and raises the possibility of food borne diseases. By adding phage cocktail to Minas frescal cheese, it would be easier to keep its quality on the supermarket shelf.
Not only will the cheese market take advantages from phage preparations but the whole food chain. Phage-based technology can be applied to prevent any bacterial contamination reducing the impact of food borne infection on public health.
Bacteriophages are an option to control bacteria in a variety of fields. It is clear that these entites can benefit the Brazilian food industry in its effort to reduce food contamination. These viruses are not to replace antibiotics completely, but to augment our weapons against resistant bacteria. Additionaly, they have shown good sensibility and specificity in detecting bacterial pathogens which make them suitable for clinical laboratories. 
